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O1s binding energy measured by Xray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is candidate as a new tool to deter
mine a new scale of Lewis basicity of oxide ions in glass. Some mathematical expressions for the basicity or XPS
chemical shift, such as charge parameter and optical basicity, were compared with the experimental O1s binding
energy in binary alkali oxide glasses. The expressions so far in use needed some modification in parameters.
A new empirical expression introduced in this paper gives a new concept and universal scale of basicity.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Basicity of glass
ARIOUS concepts have been proposed for acidbase be
haviors. Nowadays, a definition proposed by Lewis,1) is
commonly used because of its simplicity and wide applicabili
ty, where an acid is defined as an electron accepter and a base
is as an electron donor. According to the definition, basicity is
interpreted as a measure of electron donating ability. There
fore, almost all properties which are concerned in electrons are
closely related to basicity; for example, chemical properties
such as reactivity and resistance, optical functions such as
photoemission and absorption, and electrical and magnetic
properties.
The basicity of glass can be determined from the various ex
periments, such as activity of oxide ion, optical absorption
and electron spin resonance.2) Duffy and Ingram3) proposed a
basicity concept based on optical absorption, being named op
tical basicity. They noticed that a UV absorption peak of a ca
tion such as Tl{, Pb2{ and Bi3{ with an ns2 configuration
showed a chemical shift, and it was quite sensitive to the glass
composition. The chemical shift is caused by the change of
electron population in the outer most orbital of the probe
ions, which reflects the quantitative alteration of the electrons
transferred between the matrix glass and the probe ions. Based
on this point of view, they defined the chemical shift of the ab
sorption peak as an optical basicity of the matrix glass. The
problem is that there are a number of glass systems in which
the UV absorption peak of probe ions is not measurable; in
the case of TeO2 system, for instance, the optical absorption
edge of the matrix glasses is located at the region of UV
through visible lights, and hence the UV absorption peak of
the probe ions cannot be measured, that is, the optical basicity
cannot be determined in such glasses.
As described, the basicity of an oxide glass is expressed by
the ability in electron donation of oxide ions, that is, the basic
ity of oxide ions. Then, what are the oxide ions with high bas
icity? The electrons being donated are the electrons which are
excessively localized on oxide ions. The excess electrons bring

about the expansion of electron cloud, and the oxide ions with
expanded electron cloud should be easily polarized, that is,
they should have higher polarizability. Furthermore, electrons
are transferred between the probe ions and the ligand oxide
ions through the molecular orbitals formed by these ions.
Hence, the excess electrons being donated must be the elec
trons in valence band or outershell orbitals. It is consequently
suggested that the oxide ions with higher population of outer
shell electrons and higher polarizability should have higher
basicity. Dimitrov and Komatsu4) estimated the polarizability
of oxide ions in numerous oxide glass systems, being success
fully related to the optical basicity.
The change in the states of outershell electrons, that is, the
change in the chemical bonding character exerts an influence
on the electrostatic interaction between nucleus and innershell
electrons, resulting in the change of binding energy of inner
shell orbitals. The change in the binding energy can be qualita
tively explained as follows; when the electron population of
outershells is reduced, the outershell electrons cannot screen
the positive charge of nucleus, and then the innerelectrons
move toward the nucleus to screen the electrostatic field of the
nucleus. As the result, the binding energies of innershell or
bitals become larger. In the opposite case of larger electron
population, the innershell orbitals such as O1s orbital show a
chemical shift to the lower binding energy side. It is therefore
expected that the basicity of oxide ions is determined by the
O1s binding energy.
1.2 XPS chemical shift and basicity
Xray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) can determine the
binding energies of inner and outershell orbitals simultane
ously. Furthermore, there is no limitation in the material sys
tem. As mentioned, the optical basicity of TeO2based glasses
is not determined because the absorption peak of the probe
ions hides in the absorption of the matrix glass. XPS is there
fore a promising experimental method to determine the basici
ty.
In principle, XPS has many advantages over the other spec
trometries, and in the past, however, XPS has never been ap
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plied to the basicity determination of glasses. Many of the
glasses are insulator, and hence the chargeup problem had
been unavoidable. During the XPS measurement, the sample
surface is positively and nonuniformly charged due to the pho
toelectron emission from the surface, and hence the surface
potential is modulated to be difficult to obtain the correct
binding energy. The dissolution of the chargeup problem has
been waited for so long. Matsumoto et al.5) developed a
charge control method, where an electrically grounded Ni
metal mesh screen is mounted about 1 mm above the sample
surface and a low energy electron flux is irradiated to the sam
ple. It is quite simple but highly effective to remove the poten
tial modulation. The charge control method allowed us to de
velop a novel determination method of basicity for the insulat
ing materials such as glasses.
The accumulation of the spectral data and the compilation
as a database are worth doing in themselves. Furthermore, if
the basicity or chemical shift of XPS signals is estimated from
some computational expressions, the application will be
remarkably expanded. If basicity of a glass is evaluated from
the glass composition and if basicity of a structural group or
an individual atom is estimated from the local structure, we
can also utilize the basicity for checking the validity of a spec
trum measured or giving an assignment of a spectral compo
nent in a peak separation. Moreover, if the basicity of a novel
glass can be predicted, it will also serve as a guideline in the
material design.
Then, in the present study, computational expressions in
describing the basicity of oxide ions have been explored. Vari
ous theoretical and empirical expressions for the XPS chemi
cal shift and basicity have so far been proposed. The best ex
pression was inquired by investigating the correlations be
tween the computational quantities and the experimental O1s
binding energies in various glass systems. The authors research
group has applied the novel charge control method5) to the
XPS measurements for a wide variety of glass systems, ac
cumulating highly reliable spectral data. In the present paper,
alkali binary oxide glass systems, R2OB2O3,6) R2OSiO2,7)
R2OP2O5, R2OGeO2,8) R2OTeO2,9) and R2OBi2O3 (R
Li, Na, K) were chosen to examine the correlations.
2.

Computational expressions for XPS chemical shift and
basicity of glasses
2.1 Theoretical expressions for XPS chemical shift
Various attempts have been done to describe the chemical
shifts of XPS signals. Among them, the charge potential
model proposed by Siegbahn10) has been most widely applied.
DEikqi{Vi{l

(1)

where DEi is the chemical shift of the atom i. The first term in
the right side of the equation represents the inner potential of
the atom i, k is the conversion constant corresponding to the
repulsion between the electrons of inner and outershells, and
qi is the net charge. The second term Vi represents the potential
due to the atomic interactions, and the third term l is the con
stant corresponding to the energy criterion. Under the point
charge approximation, Vi is given by
qj
Vi
ji Rij

(2)

which is associated with a Madelung potential in the case of
solids. In Eq. (2), Rij is the atomic distance between the
atoms, i and j. These equations suggest that the chemical shift
is affected by the electronic states of atoms and molecular
structures of materials.
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Applying these equations, it is required to know the struc
ture of the object substance. In the case of solids, they are ap
plicable to the crystals of known structures and inapplicable to
the noncrystalline materials, such as glasses, because it is hard
to give a strict definition of their atomic arrangement. Then,
several approximations have been introduced to expand the
applicability. By using the electroneutrality condition,
qi|qj

(3)

ji

Eqs. (1) and (2) can be rewritten as follows.11)

(

DEi| k|
ji

)

1
qj{l
Rij

(4)

In most cases, furthermore, even when the interactions from
the second and farther neighbors are ignored, the chemical
shifts can be roughly reproduced. Then, taking into account
only the nearest neighboring atoms and assuming Rij to be not
so much different, the value in parentheses in Eq. (4) can be
regarded as constant, obtaining a simplified equation.
DEi|const.qj{lconst. qi{l
ji

(5)

Equation 5 means that the chemical shift is proportional to the
charge qi of the atom i under investigation.
What comes next is the estimation of the atomic charge qi.
Nordberg et al.12) considered that qi was given by the summa
tion over the charge qij transferred between the atoms i and j,
and they defined qij as an ionicity proposed by Pauling.13)

iqiqij
j
ji
2
lqij1|exp {|0.25( xi|xj) }
k

(6)

where xi is the Pauling electronegativity. The charge qi given in
this way is called charge parameter or Pauling charge, which is
commonly expressed by qp.
Jolly14) proposed the idea that the chemical shift was ex
pressed by the sum of parameters pj which were specific to
each bonded atom j. The atom i is unchanged under investiga
tion, and hence xi in Eq. (6) is regarded as constant. In the
case of C1s chemical shift, for example, xC2.5, thus obtain
ing an approximation, qijk0.27 xj|0.67 for 1.0xj4.0. It
was indicated that the C1s chemical shift was given by DEC
7.04 qC|0.83 when assuming the Pauling charge of carbon as
qCS(0.27 xj|0.67). He has finally proposed a generalized
expression, determining the parameter pj for some atoms.
DEiSpj{l

(7)

2.2 Empirical and theoretical expressions for basicity
Duffy and Ingram3) considered that the optical basicity of
oxide ion, L was dependent on the sort and quantity of atoms
interacting, and proposed the following equation.

iL(x)zi ri
j
i 2gi
lgi1.36(xi|0.26)
k

k

(8)

where zi is the oxidation number of the cation i, and ri is the
ionic ratio with respect to the total number of oxides. gi is the
basicity moderating parameter and is empirically given by us
ing the Pauling electronegativity xi.
Duffy15) also found a relation between the optical basicity
and polarizability of oxide ion, a(O).
L(a)1.67

1
(1|a(O)
)

(9)
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Furthermore, Dimitrov and Sakka16) derived the following
equation.
a(O)

[( )
Vm
2.52

( n02|1)
|c(M)a(M)
( n02{2)

|c(R)a(R)

]

1
c(O)

(10)

A{a(Of)|a(O)}/2{a(M){a(Of)}{a(M){a(O)}
(11)
where a(M) and a(O) are the polarizabilities of cation and
oxide ion, respectively, and a(Of) is the polarizability of free
oxide ion (3.921 Å3 ). A linear correlation was found between
A and L(a) calculated from Eqs. (9) and (10) in various
glass systems,18) suggesting that the interaction parameter A
was available as a measure of basicity of glass.
Morinaga et al.19) assumed that the basicity was inversely
proportional to the Coulomb force between cation and oxide
ion, proposing the basicity parameter B as follows.

[

zi~2
(ri{1.40)2
j
|B
Bi
SiO2
Bi
B
CaO|B
SiO2

kBi

k
l

qp(O)qp(O in NWM){qp(O in NWF)
iqp(O in NWM)z0~qij, z0|2
jqp(O in NWF)|N~qij
lqij1|exp{|0.25( xi|xj)2}
k

k

where Vm is the molar volume, n0 is the refractive index, and c
is the atomic ratio in an alkali (R) metal (M) oxide, Rc(R)
Mc(M)Oc(O).
Recently, Dimitrov and Komatsu17) introduced the interac
tion parameter A, which is a quantitative measure of interion
ic interaction and is derived from the polarizabilities of con
stituent ions of a material.

i

tures of R2O become unrealistic values less than |2. It was
therefore supposed that oxide ions in an alkali oxide possessed
a fully ionic charge multiplied by the rate of ionicity. Finally,
the charge of oxide ions in a glass was evaluated as follows.

]

|1

(12)

BniBi
i

where zi is the charge of cation i, ri is the ionic radius in Å, and
ni is the cationic ratio.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Basicity and XPS chemical shift estimated
In the estimation of XPS chemical shift by using the equa
tions introduced in the Section 2.1, the number of atomic
pairs, that is, the structure should be given. The glass structure
is inherently obscure, and hence the equations are not applica
ble to glass without modification. However, the properties of
glass are often approximated by the linear combination of the
properties of each glass constituent (additivity rule). Then,
the charge of oxide ion was estimated from Eq. (6), assuming
that the charge of oxide ions in an alkali binary glass was given
by averaging the charge of oxide ions introduced from the
alkali oxide, qp(O in NWM) and the networkforming oxide,
qp(O in NWF). The charge qp(O in NWF) can be estimated
from Eq. (6) without modification, and in the estimation of
the charge qp(O in NWM), however, some modifications are
required because the local structure around oxide ions in R2O
is far from the structure in glass. In general, the charge of
alkali ions is regarded as {1, and even in the estimation of the
charge parameter, it is assumed that a unit charge |1e is
transferred from an alkali atom to the adjacent atom.12) Ac
cording to the XPS measurements,7) however, the binding
energies of coreorbitals of alkali ions are not invariable, and
they shifts chemically as well as O1s signals, suggesting that
the interactions between alkali and oxide ions are not fully
ionic but partially covalent. However, the charges qp(O in
NWM) estimated from Eq. (6) assuming the crystal struc

(13)

where NWM and NWF represent network modifier and net
work former, respectively. z0 is the fully ionic charge of oxide
ions, and N is the number of NWF atoms such as Si and B
bound to an oxide ion. For NBO, N1, and for BO and
doublybonded oxygen such as O in PO bond, N2.
The atomic charges of oxide ions qp(O) calculated from Eq.
(13) are listed in Table 1, and the parameters used in the cal
culations are also listed in Table 2. The correlation between
the qp(O) determined in this way and the experimental O1s
binding energy, EB(O1s) is shown in Fig. 1(a). In the case of
N2, the data for TeO2 and Bi2O3 systems are located at
different regions from those for the other glass systems.
However, if assuming N3, that is, oxide ions are surrounded
by 3 Te or Bi ions, the data shift to the region on the extension
of the other data for the normal coordination number, N2.
The reason is unclear, but the lonepair electrons on Te and Bi
ions may be responsible for the irregular coordination num
ber. At any rate, a roughlylinear correlation is confirmed in
the systems, B2O3, SiO2, P2O5 and GeO2; as expected, the O1s
binding energy decreases as the charge of oxide ions becomes
more negative.
Next, the optical basicity derived from electronegativity, L
( x) was calculated from Eq. (8), and the correlation with EB
(O1s) is plotted in Fig. 1(b). L( x) can be directly calculated
from the glass composition, as is also the case for basicity
parameter B. As similar to the case in qp(O), the data for
TeO2 and Bi2O3 systems deviate from the others. In each glass
system, however, a favorable linear relationship is found. Ex
cept for Bi2O3 system, EB(O1s) shifts to lower side with in
creasing the basicity L( x).
Figure 1(c) shows another correlation between optical bas
icity and O1s binding energy, where L(a) was estimated from
Eqs. (9) and (10). According to Eq. (10), the molar volume
Vm and refractive index n0 are necessary in obtaining the polar
izability of oxide ion a(O), and Vm is derived from the density
d. Prior to the a(O) calculation, the values of d and nD (Na
Dline, l589.3 nm) are estimated as follows. The ex
perimental data of d and nD were extracted from the
handbooks,20) and the data were plotted against R2O content,
performing polynomial regressions (maximum order 4). In
extracting the data, the data for the glasses whose analytical
compositions were specified were collected except for TeO2
system. Moreover, the data with large deviation from the ap
proximation curve were excluded from the regressions.
The values of d and nD listed in Table 1 were calculated by us
ing the regressions obtained in this way. In Fig. 1(c), a
decreasing tendency of EB(O1s) with the increase in L(a) is
commonly observed in each glass system. However, the mag
nitude of the change in L(a) in each system is quite small as
compared with the difference in L(a) between the glass sys
tems.
Dimitrov et al. have examined the correlations among the
polarizability, basicity, interaction parameter, and XPS chem
ical shift for a number of glass systems (see references in Ref.
18). A linear correlation was observed between the interaction
parameter A and the optical basicity L(a).17),18),21) When A is
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Table 1. Glass Composition, Estimated Density d and Refractive Index nD, Experimental O1s Binding Energy EB(O1s), Pauling Charge of
Oxide Ion qp(O) and Optical Basicity L( x) Calculated from Electronegativity x, Polarizability of Oxide Ion a(O), Optical Basicity L(a) Cal
culated from a(O), Basicity Parameter B Calculated from Atomic Charge z, and Chemical Shift Parameter CSP, Where qp(O), L( x), a(O), B,
and CSP are Calculated from the Parameters Listed in Table 2
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Table 2. Original and Optimum Parameters Used in the Calcula
tions; Electronegativity x, Polarizability a, Ionic Charge z, and Chem
ical Shift Parameter p. The Parameters, x1, x2, a1 and z1 are Op
timized for the Charge Parameter qp(O), the Optical Basicities L( x)
and L(a), and the Basicity Parameter B, respectively

Fig. 1. Correlation between experimentally obtained O1s binding
energy EB(O1s) and the quantities numerically estimated; (a) charge
parameter, qp(O), (b) optical basicity estimated from electronegativi
ty L( x), (c) optical basicity estimated from polarizability L(a), and
(d) basicity parameter B.

plotted against 1/a(O) at constant a(M), almost linear
relationship is obtained, and especially at small a(M), such as
B, Si, Li, and Na, the contribution of a(M) is neglected and
the regression becomes a straight line. As is obvious from Eq.
(9), L(a) is also proportional to 1/a(O), and hence L(a)
and A should be proportional to each other if calculated from
the same a(O). It is therefore expected that the similar corre
lations shown in Fig. 1(c) would be obtained if EB(O1s) were
plotted against A.
Figure 1(d) shows the correlation between the basicity
parameter B and EB(O1s). A similar correlation is seen be
tween Figs. 1(b) and 1(d), and the data in Fig. 1(d) are more
widely scattered as compared with Fig. 1(b).

Bi2O3 system shows the opposite correlation to the other
glass systems; excepting Bi2O3 system, O1s binding energy
commonly decreases with increasing the basicity. It is also the
case in the O1s chemical shift against the glass composition;
except for Bi2O3 system, O1s binding energy commonly
decreases with increasing R2O content. The positive electron
holes in bismuthate glass22) may be responsible for the
anomalous O1s chemical shift.
Among Figs. 1(a)(d), a linear correlation is seen only be
tween the charge parameter qp(O) and O1s binding energy EB
(O1s), while an unusual assumption is required in the local
structure around oxide ions in TeO2 and Bi2O3 systems.
Excluding these systems, the basicity estimated from elec
tronegativity L(x) gives the smallest deviation.
3.2 Optimization of parameters in computational expres
sions
It is well known and is clearly seen from Eq. (6) that the ef
fective charge on oxide ions varies according to the chemical
environment. It is naturally expected that cations also vary in
charge as well as oxide ions. As shown in Eq. (12), the basici
ty parameter B includes the charge of cations z, where fully
ionic charges are used in the calculation of the basicity
parameter. It is expected that the better correlation with O1s
binding energy is obtained when modifying the charge into a
realistic value. It is also known that electronegativity x differs
according to the chemical bonding states.23) Te and Bi ions
might have possessed different electronegativities in the
glasses. Moreover, different values have been reported for the
polarizability a of cations, and hence there is no reason not to
modify the cation polarizabilities. Then, the parameters,
charge z, electronegativity x and polarizability a for the ca
tions were optimized by a nonlinear least square method so as
to establish linear correlations with O1s binding energy.
The parameters before and after the optimization are listed
in Table 2, and the resultant quantities and correlations are
shown in Table 1 and Figs. 2(a)(d). In the optimization, the
data for pure P2O5 glass and part of the glasses in Li2OGeO2
system were excluded, otherwise optimum solutions could not
be obtained. As seen from Fig. 2, the better correlations are
achieved after the optimization. However, only the basicity
parameter B successfully reproduces the inverse O1s chemical
shift in Bi2O3 system. Among the parameters, the optimal elec
tronegativity x1 used in the calculation of qp(O) shows the
smallest difference from the original value. The optical basici
ty L(x) is also derived from electronegativity, and the optimal
parameters x2 of Te and Bi are significantly reduced from the
original values, suggesting that the chemical bonding charac
ter of TeO and BiO bonds is not so covalent but more ionic
as compared with BO and SiO bonds. As for polarizability
a, it is unexpected that the network forming cations have
changed drastically as compared with modifiers. As for the ca
tion charge z in basicity parameter B, the optimal charge of P,
z1(P) is 6.35, which exceeds the full charge, z(P)5{. The
electronegativity x(P) is 2.1, which is highest among the con
ventional network formers, suggesting the highest covalency
of PO bond. In practice, the apparent charge z(P)~qPO (
full charge~ionicity) is 1.94, in which the difference from z1
(P) is largest among the investigated cations.
3.3 Chemical shift parameter \a novel expression
As mentioned, Jolly14) proposed Eq. (7) based on the idea
that the XPS chemical shift was expressed by the sum of the
parameters pj which were characteristic of each atom j bonded
to a specific atom under investigation. As also described, it is
hard to determine the sort and number of atoms adjacent to a
specific atom in glass. It is therefore convenient for glass to
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tively. It is noted that the chemical shift parameter for oxygen
is ca. 543 eV, which is approximately consistent with the ac
tual observation for oxygen molecule.24) The parameters in
CSP should be determined empirically according to the actual
observations, and CSP however has great advantage as com
pared with the other empirical expressions. In the present
paper, the O1s chemical shift has been discussed. In XPS spec
tra, however, the signals for cations, such as B1s, Si2p, Na1s,
and so on, also shift chemically. Little has been proposed for
the computational expression of the XPS chemical shifts of
cation signals. It is quite easy for CSP to express the chemical
shifts of cation signals. Accumulating the spectral data, CSP
will be the best expression for the XPS chemical shifts as well
as the basicity of glasses.

Fig. 2. Correlation between experimentally obtained O1s binding
energy EB(O1s) and the quantities numerically estimated from the op
timal parameters; (a) charge parameter qp(O), (b) optical basicity es
timated from electronegativity L( x), (c) optical basicity estimated
from polarizability L(a), (d) basicity parameter B, and (e) chemical
shift parameter CSP.

adopt a quantity which directly reflects the chemical composi
tion of a material rather than the structure. Then, we modified
the Jolly's idea as O1s binding energy was expressed by the
sum of the parameters pj which were characteristic of each
atom j constituent of a material, and we devised the following
equation.
EB(O1s)Scj pj{const.ßCSP

(14)

where cj is the atomic ratio of the constituent atom j. We did
not adopt pj for the constituent compound j, because if doing
so, the chemical shift of a structural group would not be esti
mated. Defining a pj for each atom j, it is able to estimate the
XPS chemical shift for the individual structural fragments,
such as BO, NBO, SiO4 tetrahedron, BO3 triangle, and so on.
We will name the parameter pj including the sum of pgchemi
j
cal shift parameter, CSP.h
Then, the parameters pj were empirically determined so as
to achieve a linear correlation between CSP and the ex
perimental EB(O1s). The resultant correlation and the op
timal parameter pj are shown in Fig. 2(e) and Table 2, respec

4. Conclusion
It has so far been expected that O1s binding energy deter
mined from XPS measurements was applicable as a measure
of basicity of oxide glasses. Correlations between O1s binding
energy and the quantities estimated from various computa
tional expressions were examined to explore the best expres
sion for the O1s chemical shift and the basicity of oxide
glasses. The obtained results are summarized as follows.
(1) In the glasses of TeO2 and Bi2O3 systems, the correla
tions different from the other conventional glasses in the sys
tems, B2O3, SiO2, P2O5 and GeO2, were found. In the conven
tional glasses, however, the correlations with linear and small
deviations were confirmed in the expressions for the Pauling
charge qp(O) and the electronegativityderived optical basicity
L( x).
(2) Linear correlations covering the whole glasses could
not be obtained without the modification of the parameters
required in the computations, such as electronegativity and
polarizability of cations.
(3) A novel expression named chemical shift parameter,
CSP was devised. Despite the simple expression, a linear cor
relation covering the whole glasses could be successfully ob
tained. It was expected that CSP became the best expression
for the XPS chemical shifts as well as the basicity of glasses by
accumulating the experimental data.
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